
Dawn’s Glow







Hi! My name is
May!

This is the
countryside
where I live.

This is the spot where my sister and I used to play.

 My sister and I are
very close.

But something
happened to my

sister earlier
this year.

Now, she doesn’t want to play with me anymore.

She doesn’t get
excited about

Mom’s cooking
the same way

anymore.

And now, she cries in her bed. 

Something
terrible

must have
happened

to her



I miss playing with
her so much. I want
her to be like she
was before.

My cousin is on leave from the frontlines right now.

It isn’t right. 
That animal
should have
to pay for

what he did!
Under what

legal system,
son? 

Who would even
make him pay?

We would!
We have our weapons!!

*sighs*
If only men with weapons claiming to
protect this country made us safe,
then Myanmar would be the most
rape-free country in the world.

...but Auntie, what
we need is the right

people holding
weapons!

What we need is a
justice system that

reaches to everyone,
*especially* to those

who hold a gun.

NO! 
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The most powerful people in this
country have never been held
accountable. 

What happens when you succeed against
the dictatorship and 
then you 
become 
powerful?

What will change for
women if after all
our revolutionary
sacrifices, we
consider justice to
be a new generation
of men with guns? 

No. We need more. We need a
justice system. The only thing that

will break this cycle is a system
that is not being run by a man with

a gun. 

 I want to make
them pay.

She is my
daughter! You

think I don’t want
them to pay!?

You know, every time this happens–like when this
happened to my aunties–the women have to pay.
Not only by being attacked, but then by how the

community treats them afterward.
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The regime has
committed these crimes

against us. 

But so have
average men.

Even when the dictators are nowhere nearby,                     ...women are not safe from this violence. 

I’ll apologize to you
with a cow and some
money, how about

that?

        Well, I guess I’ll have to
accept, it’s not like my daughter
will be a virgin again. Let’s just

keep it quiet alright.

... and that’s the reason why
nobody wants to marry her

What kind of world is this, where
women are punished for what

men do? 

If we do not get a justice system,
all your sacrifices will be in vain,

my son. 
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The military dictatorship collapsed
under the peoples’ resistance...

Time has healed
some of my big
sister’s wounds.

We all celebrated the fall
of the dictatorship.

Now, our country,
Myanmar, is a federal

democracy.
 

There are people in
local and national

government
implementing justice

systems.
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My sister wasn’t able to
get justice for her case
until much later. But she
says that didn’t keep 
her from 
healing. 

“all of these things we do as a community
are simply kinds of love. 

Love is what helped me heal.”

She says she healed well because
we didn’t shame her for what
happened. In her support 
group, the women who were
shamed by their communities
experienced even more trauma.

“I lead an accountability commission
in our township now. We document

cases and we are creating a system
for reparations.”





I am not referring who this
woman is. As depicted, the

things above and below
illustrates the contrast

before and after the coup.
The upper section, featuring
waves, sun rays, and origami,

conveys pleasantness,
freedom, and a brighter
future. In contrast, the
lower part is filled with

uncertainties, tiredness, and
difficulties. In the present

circumstances, being a woman
adds to the anxiety.
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(Illustrator)




